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3
What do we have in common?
A study on the development of an infrastructure
of common resources by a distributed
collaboration of heterogeneous actors

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This study looks at how a distributed collaboration of heterogeneous actors develops an
infrastructure of technical and organizational common resources, such as, technological standards
and governance models with shared ownership, intended to facilitate further collaboration between
them. Whereas prior research has mainly looked at how such resources facilitate collaboration
when hierarchy is not feasible, we are among the first to look at how heterogeneous actors
collaboratively develop them in the first place. Through a longitudinal case study (2011–2018) of
Helix Nebula – Europe’s leading cloud computing initiative between “big science” (CERN,
EMBL, ESA) and “big business” organizations (Atos, CloudSigma, T-Systems), small- and
medium-sized firms (SixSquared, Terradue, The Server Labs), and public e-infrastructure
providers (EGI, GÉANT) – we derive a process model of the development of an infrastructure of
common resources. We find that the development of common resources does not contain a single
homogeneous trajectory but forking (i.e. splitting) and merging (i.e. integrating) of emergent
options and micro-alliances. Alternating between forking and merging is important to
accommodate both the differences and dependencies between heterogeneous actors, and involves
iterations between consensus and dissensus across interdependent common resources. We
contribute by showing that micro-alliances are an organizing mechanism in settings where
hierarchy is not feasible and that interorganizational collaboration between heterogeneous actors
comprises breaking up and getting back together, both in consensus and dissensus.

Interorganizational collaboration is increasingly taking place in distributed collaborations (Beck
& Plowman, 2014; Gulati, Puranam, & Tushman, 2012a; Majchrzak, Griffith, Reetz, & Alexy,
2018) that are facilitated by infrastructures (Fjeldstad, Snow, Miles, & Lettl, 2012; Tuertscher,
Garud, & Kumaraswamy, 2014). For example, firms use Blockchain infrastructure to
collaboratively develop new platform businesses (Constantinides, Henfridsson, & Parker, 2018),
and the World Wide Web enables organizations to collaboratively develop innovative technologies
(Majchrzak et al., 2018). The more widely accessible infrastructures typically consist of common
resources, which are technical and organizational resources with shared ownership that enable
interorganizational collaboration (Fjeldstad et al., 2012). For instance, the Internet is an
infrastructure of interdependent common technical interfaces and organizational membership
protocols (Hanseth & Lyttinen, 2010) that is owned by and enables further collaboration between
organizations (e.g. commercial, governmental, and science).
Despite evidence that infrastructures of common resources enable interorganizational
collaboration (Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Tuertscher et al., 2014), little is known about how they are
developed in the first place. If there are no resources that facilitate collaboration to develop the
infrastructure, the organizations first need something else, technical or organizational, that enables
them to work together. The development challenge is even bigger when collaborating
organizations have heterogeneous backgrounds and interests because consensus cannot be
assumed to emerge naturally (Benkler, 2006; Brès, Raufflet, & Boghossian, 2018; Fjeldstad et al.,
2012) as with distributed collaborations of like-minded actors (Ostrom, 1990; Raymond, 1999;
Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2003). We therefore pose the following research question: How does a
distributed collaboration of organizations with heterogeneous backgrounds and interests develop
an infrastructure of common resources?
To answer this question, we performed a longitudinal case study of Helix Nebula (2011–
2018) – Europe’s leading science and commercial cloud computing initiative (Nature, 2015). Helix
Nebula is a collaboration initiated in 2011 by the three largest scientific institutes in Europe
(CERN, EMBL, ESA) and multiple large European cloud computing providers (Atos,
CloudSigma, T-Systems). They share the common goal of developing a “European cloud
computing infrastructure” (CERN & ESA, 2011:11) of technical (e.g. common technical interface)
and organizational resources (e.g. common governance model). Besides these “big science” and
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“big business” organizations, a range of other organizations participated in Helix Nebula, which

mechanism for organizing in settings where hierarchy is not feasible. Third, we find that consensus

increased from 20 in 2011 to 70 in 2018. These organizations include software development

and dissensus are often related in interorganizational collaboration, and not necessarily mutually

companies (SixSquared, Terradue, The Server Labs) and public e-infrastructure providers

exclusive.

(European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) and GÉANT). The heterogeneous backgrounds (science and

We continue with a description of the theoretical background of our study. We describe the

business), requirements (e.g. storage, computing, or memory), size (large cloud providers and

research methods and more details on our research setting. In the findings we present our process

small and medium-sized entrepreneurs), and interests (public and private) of the Helix Nebula

model of the development of an infrastructure of common resources, and explain its subparts and

organizations increased the complexity of developing the common resources of the cloud

dynamics using empirical examples, a narrative, and a systematic analysis of interdependencies.

computing infrastructure. Because the infrastructure was developed to enable further collaboration

The paper ends with a discussion where we describe the implications of our study.

between the organizations in Helix Nebula, the common resources were both the means and the
outcome of collaboration.
Our study of Helix Nebula reveals that the development of common resources of an

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Interorganizational collaboration and common resources

infrastructure by a distributed collaboration of heterogeneous actors is not contained in a single,

Interorganizational collaboration traditionally happens in purposefully designed social structures

homogeneous trajectory. Rather, it contains an iterative forking and merging of development

(Gulati, Wohlgezogen, & Zhelyazkov, 2012b; Sytch, Wohlgezogen, & Zajac, 2018), such as joint

trajectories, in which options are explored by micro-alliances, which are sub-groups of

venture arrangements or consortia forms (Parmigiani & Rivera-Santos, 2011). Interorganizational

collaborating actors that form around a common resource option. Alternating between forking and

collaboration is motivated by opportunities for mutual benefits (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Gray, 1989),

merging of options and micro-alliances is important because this accommodates for both the

but also includes risks, such as opportunistic behavior by partners that contribute too little or take

differences among the heterogeneous actors as well as the dependencies between them for joint

more than others (Gulati & Singh, 1998). The traditional organizing mechanism to curb such risks

solutions. Forking and merging of options and micro-alliances happens consensually and non-

is hierarchical or centralized control (March & Simon, 1958), which comes from formal

consensually. In fact, to keep alternating between forking and merging dissensus is sometimes

governance mechanisms such as legal contracts that legitimate some actors to make decisions and

inevitable. Our findings show that interdependencies between common resources stimulate the

others need to follow (Williamson, 1991; Zenger & Hesterly, 1997). Hierarchical control is also

emergence of consensus and dissensus in their development, where consensus on organizational

an important feature of organizing interorganizational collaboration, such as, in joint ventures and

common resources supports dissensus in technical common resources.

consortia, where it is enacted through majority ownership shares and board interlocks (Reuer,

Our findings contribute to the literature on interorganizational collaboration, in particular

Zollo, & Singh, 2002).

the emergent stream of research on distributed collaborations between heterogeneous actors. First,

A recent stream of research suggests that centralized control can be overly constraining to

whereas prior research has focused on common resources as a means for enabling collaboration

collaboration in complex distributed settings (Puranam, Alexy, & Reitzig, 2014). Instead,

without hierarchy, we are the first to study how an infrastructure of common resources is developed

organizations use less restrictive technical and organizational resources to enable collaboration

in the first place. We show that the development of common resources by a collaboration of

(Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Majchrzak et al., 2018). For example, technical standards like

heterogeneous actors does not contain a single homogeneous trajectory, and in such settings

telecommunication

interorganizational collaboration includes alternating between splitting options and organizations

organizational process standards, enable collaboration between organizations by increasing

and getting them back together. Second, we show that embedded micro-alliances are reflective of

compatibility and comparability of products and services (Brunsson, Rasche, & Seidl, 2012;

the heterogeneity inside seemingly single-minded interorganizational collaborations, and are a

Garud, Jain, & Kumaraswamy, 2002). These technical and organizational enablers of
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collaboration, which can be objects, assets, arrangements, or artifacts, are called common

common resources that facilitate further collaboration are developed requires an understanding of

resources when multiple autonomous actors have shared rights to develop or use them (Benkler,

organizing distributed interorganizational collaborations.

2002; Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Ostrom, 1990). Examples of common resources are technical
protocols like the Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure developed by the Internet Engineering

Organizing distributed interorganizational collaborations

Taskforce and governance models of open source communities (O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007).

Distributed interorganizational collaborations rely on consensus for decisions (Beck & Plowman,

Technical and organizational (common) resources enable collaboration by providing a

2014; Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Gray & Hay, 1986; Gulati et al., 2012a; Knorr-Cetina, 1995;

means for coordination or cooperation between multiple autonomous actors (Gulati et al., 2012b).

Ranganathan et al., 2018; Tuertscher et al., 2014). However, without common resources or a single

Coordination is about the division of labor and the integration of activities towards a shared goal

hierarchical actor that can facilitate consensus building, distributed collaborations run the risk of

(Okhuysen & Bechky, 2009). For example, the common Java technology standard is a means for

dissensus that causes fragmentation and drift of actions and actors (Hardin, 1968). This represents

interorganizational coordination as it increases compatibility of independently developed products

the tension between centralized and decentralized control that is particularly pressing in distributed

in a larger technical system (Garud et al., 2002). Cooperation is about aligning interests of

collaborations of heterogeneous actors who have different understandings, perspectives, interests,

collaborating actors towards a shared goal (Gulati & Singh, 1998). In online collaborative

and serve different stakeholders (Ciborra et al., 2000; Majchrzak et al., 2018).

communities, norm-based intellectual property regulations can be considered an organizational

Recent studies mention meta-organizations as a relevant form of organizing to deal with

common resource enabling cooperation among thousands of independent contributors (Bauer,

contradictory needs for centralized and decentral control in distributed collaborations of

Franke, & Tuertscher, 2016).

heterogeneous actors (Ahrne & Brunsson, 2005; Berkowitz & Bor, 2018; Gulati et al., 2012a;

Technical and organizational common resources have been found particularly relevant for

Valente & Oliver, 2018). Meta-organizations are organizations comprised of multiple autonomous

enabling collaboration between homogeneous actors (Ingram & Yue, 2008). For example, they are

organizations or individuals that are not linked by formal or hierarchical arrangements but by a

often used in open source communities for collaboration between individuals with similar

system-level goal (Ahrne & Brunsson, 2008; Gulati et al., 2012a). Examples of meta-organizations

perspectives on software development (O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007; Raymond, 1999). However,

include cooperative technical organizations that have been shown effective for consensus building

in collaborations between heterogeneous actors, such as between science and business

around common technical standards (Ranganathan et al., 2018; Rosenkopf & Tushman, 1998;

organizations, collaboration using non-hierarchical resources becomes harder due to the

Rosenkopf, Metiu, & George, 2001). In meta-organizations, the individual autonomy that

differences in backgrounds, understandings, perspectives, and interests (Carlile, 2002; Murray,

organizations retain enables decentralized control of the development of common resources. The

2010; O’Mahony & Bechky, 2008). With more heterogeneity, more is at stake for collaborating

system-level goal functions as a focal point that makes decentralized control feasible without

actors creating a “political process of negotiating and defining common interests” (Carlile, 2004:

compromising collective interests.

559).

Interestingly, for a meta-organization to be effective at organizing, it relies on common
Prior research typically focused on technical and organizational (common) resources as an

resources like membership rules or protocols for resource sharing (Ahrne & Brunsson, 2005;

enabler of collaboration (Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Gulati et al., 2012a; O’Mahony & Bechky, 2008).

Ahrne, Brunsson, & Seidl, 2016; Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Gulati et al., 2012a). Common resources

Yet, fewer studies have looked into how these resources are developed in the first place, in

are thus both a medium and an outcome, and may generate part of a virtuous cycle: developing

particular in the context of a distributed collaboration of heterogeneous organizations that cannot

common resources that enable the development of further common resources. As common

rely on a single hierarchical actor to make decisions on the development. To understand how

resources support the development of further common resources, interdependencies between these
common resources emerge. Hence, interdependencies between common resources are necessary
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but also increase the complexity of their development. Such complexity is particularly prevailing

temporal evolution (Langley, 2007). Studying development requires an understanding of

in infrastructures, which are constellations of interdependent technical and organizational common

longitudinal dynamics (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995), which needs detailed knowledge of events

resources (Constantinides et al., 2018; Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010; Tilson, Lyytinen, & Sørensen,

and how these are connected through tracing back and following forward (Langley, 2007). Before

2010). We turn to the literature on digital infrastructures for further insights on the development

discussing further details regarding our data collection and analysis efforts we discuss the research

of common resources.

setting.

Digital infrastructures

Research setting

Digital infrastructures are constellations of interdependent technical and organizational

Helix Nebula is a collaboration between “big science” and “big business” organizations in Europe,

components that connect computing and networking resources (Constantinides et al., 2018;

who have the shared goal to collaboratively develop a European cloud computing infrastructure to

Hanseth, Monteiro, & Hatling, 1996; Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013; Tilson et al., 2010). An

further enable collaboration between them (CERN & ESA, 2011). The cloud computing

example is the 3G mobile broadband service infrastructure, which is a “constellation of specific

infrastructure the organizations in Helix Nebula envisioned to enable collaboration between them

technological components and subsystems with associated technical and business communities

had to be developed from scratch, and therefore it would be both the outcome and medium of

and specific sets of policies and governance mechanisms that enable high-speed mobile data

collaboration. The prominent science organizations in Helix Nebula are the three largest

service” (Yoo, Lyytinen, & Yang, 2005: 325). Interdependencies in an infrastructure add to the

intergovernmental scientific research organizations in Europe: European Organization for Nuclear

challenge of developing technical and organizational common resources. Technical resources tend

Research (CERN), European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and European Space

to evolve more rapidly, especially when the development involves heterogeneous actors with

Agency (ESA). The prominent commercial organizations are large European commercial cloud

conflicting worldviews (Constantinides & Barrett, 2015), and when this challenges consensus on

computing providers, including Atos, CloudSigma, and T-Systems. Other commercial companies

organizational components the whole infrastructure can run into drift (Ciborra et al., 2000; Vincent

involved are small- or medium-sized software development firms, such as SixSquared, Terradue,

& Camp, 2004; Wareham, Fox, & Cano Giner, 2014).

and The Server Labs. Helix Nebula also has two public e-infrastructure providers as members: the

To understand how an infrastructure of interdependent common resources is developed by

European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) offering grid computing resources and GÉANT offering

a distributed collaboration of heterogeneous actors, we performed a longitudinal case study (2011–

networking connectivity – both are not-for-profit organizations funded by the European

2018) of Helix Nebula, the leading science and commercial cloud computing initiative in Europe

Commission. Figure 1 depicts the prominent members of Helix Nebula.

(Nature, 2015). In the next section we provide details on our research methods and further
introduce Helix Nebula.

We selected Helix Nebula as a revelatory case (Siggelkow, 2007), because it is an exemplar
of a collaboration with multiple autonomous organizations with heterogeneous backgrounds,
perspectives, and understandings (e.g. scientific and business), as well as different interests due to

RESEARCH METHODS

serving different stakeholders (e.g. public and private). Helix Nebula started in 2011 with 20

We used a qualitative inductive research design to study how a distributed collaboration of

member organizations and this number increased to 70 in 2018, making it the leading cloud

heterogeneous actors develops an infrastructure of common resources. We adopted a process

computing collaborative initiative between science, commercial, and public e-infrastructure

approach to analyze the collaboration dynamics (Langley, 1999) and collected longitudinal, rich,

organizations in Europe (Nature, 2015). As the Helix Nebula collaboration started developing the

and varied qualitative data (Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, & Van de Ven, 2013). Process methods

infrastructure from scratch in 2011 and we had in-depth access to trace a significant part of its

allow for analyzing complex dynamics in terms of movement, activity, events, change, and

development, our phenomenon of interest was thus transparently observable (Pettigrew, 1990).
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FIGURE 1
Depiction of prominent members of Helix Nebula
“big science”
demand-side

TABLE 1
Overview heterogeneous interests prominent Helix Nebula organizations
“big business”
supply-side

small- and medium-sized firms
supply-side

Demand-side
Description
CERN
High-energy physics research
EMBL

Molecular biology and genomics
research

ESA

Earth satellite observation and
monitoring

Supply-side
Atos

Description
Commercial cloud provider

EGI
SixSquared

Public e-infrastructure grid
computing provider
Technical cloud broker

T-Systems

Commercial cloud provider

Interests
High-throughput cloud computing
Cheap resources
Scaling
Memory-based cloud computing
Data security and privacy
Burst requirements
Storage-based cloud computing
European cloud market
Industry access
Interests
Long-term contracts with science organizations
European open source technologies
Interoperability commercial and public clouds
Control cloud provision to public organizations
Licensing fees or paid software development
Develop and sell internal products to industry
Long-term contacts with science organizations
Widespread adoption of in-house technologies

Between 2011 and 2018 the organizations in Helix Nebula collaborated to develop a cloud
computing infrastructure of technical and organizational common resources. One organizational
public e-infrastructure providers
supply-side

resource that had to be developed was the common governance model. As a result, until January
2015 decision-making was not formally governed and based on consensus between members. The
adopted model also mentioned the preference for decisions to be adopted by consensus. If
consensus was not possible a two-third majority vote could be used but in practice the

Despite the dependencies for joint technical and organizational solutions that would

organizations never voted according to a representative of CERN: “I don’t think we can really say

constitute a European scientific cloud computing infrastructure, there were a lot of differences

we ever had a formal vote.” The collaborative activities in Helix Nebula were paid for through

between the organizations in Helix Nebula. For example, CERN, EMBL, and ESA all needed

voluntary time and financial contributions from the organizations. In June 2012, Helix Nebula

access to commercial cloud resources without lock-in but with different technical and

received two million euro seed-funding from the European Commission that covered basic

organizational requirements. CERN needed computing power to analyze data, EMBL wanted

administrative and communication tasks for two years.

memory-based computing resources, and ESA wanted storage of its satellite images (see Figure
1). Table 1 gives an overview of some of the heterogeneous requirements of prominent
organizations in Helix Nebula, thereby following the membership guidelines in differentiating
between “demand-side” and “supply-side” organizations.

Data collection
Our study of Helix Nebula is supported by multiple sources of longitudinal qualitative data that
we discuss in detail below. Table 2 provides an overview of the data sources we collected and how
we used them in our analysis. The main source of data we collected to understand the development
of an infrastructure of common resources was archival data covering the full history of Helix
Nebula between June 2011 and July 2018. These archival data sources were generated by the
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Source of data

Type of data

meetings held between the science and commercial organizations in Helix Nebula.

representatives of member organizations of Helix Nebula. We interviewed representatives that had
We collected contemporary data through 65 semi-structured interviews with

been involved in meetings of Helix Nebula according to the minutes and participation records, as

well as those that joined the meetings in which we participated. This included the heads and other

representatives of information technology (IT) departments from the science organizations,

account directors, solution architects, and sales representatives of commercial organizations, and

computer scientists and IT architects of the science and commercial organizations. We focused on

making sure we interviewed as many of the representatives that had been involved with Helix

Nebula from the start in June 2011, as well as those joining the collaboration at later stages, to

make sure our knowledge was all-encompassing from varying perspectives.

70 | chapter 3
41 documents publicly available from
Helix Nebula websites
Face-to-face meetings
Observation notes of 30 face-to-face
meetings
Conference call
Notes and audio recordings of 46
meetings
conference call meetings
Internal reports
8 internal reports of representatives
reflecting on Helix Nebula
Archival and live stream 30 video-recorded member statements
video recordings (114
84 video-recorded presentations (live
videos)
stream)
Press releases
51 press releases on Helix Nebula
Informal conversations (Audio)-notes of 132 informal
conversations

Nebula event pages, 1,990 e-mail attachments, and the detailed minutes of 141 conference call

External documentation

documents included eight summaries of the Helix Nebula bi-annual general assemblies, 522

1,990 e-mail attachments
141 detailed meeting minutes of
conference calls between science and
commercial organizations

The other 2,702 texts in the archival data set included 41 external documents (e.g. publicly-

522 texts from restricted event pages

in Helix Nebula.

8 summaries of the bi-annual Helix
Nebula general assemblies

commercial organizations (and representatives of science organizations joining testing meetings)

Internal documentation
2,661 non-public (draft)
documents, PowerPoint
slides (presented during
meetings), and PDFs that
showed the
developments and
progress made in Helix
Nebula between 2011
and 2018

included detailed minutes of 255 conference call meetings held between the representatives of

E-mail
5,473 e-mails sent between members
(5,728 messages on 18
of Helix Nebula
internal distribution lists)
255 conference call meeting minutes
between commercial organizations

available from Helix Nebula website) and 2,661 internal text documents. The 2,661 internal text
Use in the analysis

were dispersed over Europe, e-mail was an important source for communication. The e-mails

Step 2: Triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options

Step 1: Identifying and triangulating common resources; member checks of overview common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 3: Member checks of figures and tables reconfiguring episodes
Step 4: Identifying and triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 3: Construction and analysis reconfiguring episodes
Step 4: Identifying and triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 1: Triangulating common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 3: Construction and analysis reconfiguring episodes
Step 4: Identifying and triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 1: Identifying common resources (lead source)
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options
Step 3: Triangulating reconfiguring episodes
Step 4: Triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 3: Construction and analysis reconfiguring episodes
Step 4: Identifying and triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 1: Triangulating common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 3: Construction and analysis reconfiguring episodes
Step 4: Identifying and triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 1: Triangulating common resources
Step 3: Triangulating reconfiguring episodes
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 4: Triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 4: Triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating change events and options; identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 4: Triangulating interdependencies between episodes of multiple common resources
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options
Step 2: Identifying and triangulating involvement organization with options

Helix Nebula member distribution lists. Given that the organizations collaborating in Helix Nebula

65 interviews with representatives of
organizations collaborating in Helix
Nebula

consists of 8,430 textual documents and includes all the 5,728 non-public e-mails sent on all 18

Interviews

documents, PowerPoint slides presented at meetings, and PDFs collected from restricted Helix

TABLE 2
Overview data sources and use in analysis

participants in real-time and therefore represents unobtrusive measures. The total archival data set
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Typically, we started our interviews asking how the representative had been involved with

Data analysis

the development of the infrastructure. We asked them for the key events in the development of the

To answer our research question, our data analysis involved several steps. Table 2 provides an

common resources they had been involved in, and if there had been challenges during

overview. All coding was done using the ATLAS.ti scientific software.

development. We sometimes used small probes mentioning key events described by other
interviewees in order to establish an understanding of multiple viewpoints and decrease the risk of

Step 1: Identifying common resources

retrospective bias of interviewees. After confirming with the interviewee, we would often share

We started our data analysis by identifying the common resources developed in Helix Nebula since

our understanding of the common resources developed in Helix Nebula, and used that as member

the start of the collaboration in 2011. Common resources are technical or organizational assets,

checks of our emergent analysis. As our understanding of the key events became more detailed

objects, arrangements, or artifacts developed to enable further collaboration between distributed

through coding the archival data and interviews, we started creating timelines and narratives of the

organizations who have shared ownership and rights to develop or use them (Benkler, 2002;

development of the common resources where we identified options and specific positions and the

Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Ostrom, 1990). To identify the common resources, we took the summaries

involvement of organizations. In some of our interviews we shared these with members to have

of the eight bi-annual, face-to-face Helix Nebula General Assembly meetings as the leading data

them verify our emerging analysis of key events. Overall, the combination of rich archival

source. Although we kept triangulating this step of our analysis as we got access to more data,

resources and interview data gave use a detailed overview of the events in the development of ten

focused triangulation of this step happened in interviews (including member checks), by analyzing

common resources in Helix Nebula.

internal meeting minutes, and by analyzing what the members reported in the 41 external

We also collected data on key events in the development of common resources knowledge

documents. Through triangulation we determined ten common resources that had been developed

by participating in 46 conference call meetings and 30 face-to-face meetings. We made

in Helix Nebula between June 2011 and July 2018 (see Table 3) to facilitate further collaboration

observation notes and audio-recorded the conference call. We listened and made notes on the

between the organizations. This included three technical and seven organizational common

resources the organizations were collaboratively developing that would facilitate further

resources.

collaboration. We noted who would say what and what the position was of an organizational
representative to the ideas of others or to resources discussed for collaboration. We used similar
techniques in collecting data during 14 field visits between 2014 and 2018 all lasting multiple
days, where we would speak to the organizational representatives involved in Helix Nebula
between meetings, during lunch or dinner totaling 132 informal conversations with representatives
of various organizations involved in Helix Nebula. We made handwritten notes during those
conversations, or audio-memos after.
Other useful data sources we collected were 8 internal member reports on Helix Nebula
which offered a more direct view of the position of organizations to common resources, 52 press
releases on Helix Nebula (often written by the organizations in Helix Nebula), and our coded
observation notes of 114 archival and live stream videos of Helix Nebula including 30 member
statements and 84 presentations recordings (some being live stream recordings during Helix
Nebula public webcasts).
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TABLE 3
Common resources developed in Helix Nebula
Technical
Common networking

Description
The networking resources to connect the science and commercial organizations
through the cloud
Common technical interface
A technical interface providing science organizations flexibility among cloud
computing resources of different providers
Common platform
A platform for buying and selling cloud computing resources and services
Organizational
Description
Common NDA
A non-disclosure agreement (NDA) warranting valuable information and
knowledge sharing outside Helix Nebula
Common trademark
A formal agreement describing the use of the Helix Nebula logo and reference
Common services
A description of service elements, levels, processes, standards, and catalogues
Common business model
A description of the value proposition for science and business organizations
Common procurement contracts Procurement contracts and procedures for buying and selling commercial cloud
resources to public science organizations
Common membership guidelines Guidelines informing membership eligibility in Helix Nebula
Common governance model
An organizing and rule structure for decision-making on strategy, governance
model, membership rules, funding model, dissolution, and taskforces
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Step 2: Coding events and involvement of actors

option in workshops and meetings, coding video-recorded member statements and presentations,

Step 2 of our analysis focused on coding the events in the development of each of the ten common

and by coding statements made regarding an organization’s position in interviews and informal

resources in the Helix Nebula cloud computing infrastructure. We followed Van de Ven (1992)

conversations. We used the term micro-alliance to indicate the combination of decision-making

and Van de Ven and Poole (1995) who described development as a progression of subsequent

and endorsing actors that associated with an option.

events that are marked by empirically observed changes in the form, quality, or state of an
organizational entity. Accordingly, we started by coding events in which the form, quality, or state

Step 3: Constructing episodes and analysis of reconfiguring options and micro-alliances

of the common resource changed throughout development. For this we went into the details of our

The coding of change events and associated organizations in micro-alliances allowed us to

longitudinal data, focusing on the events mentioned by interviewees, change events in e-mails,

construct episodes 41 by grouping the related, consecutive events, exemplifying a temporal

weekly meeting minutes, the documents, PowerPoint slides, and PDFs found on restricted Helix

bracketing strategy (Langley 1999). We found that throughout episodes a temporally stable

Nebula event pages or the (draft) ones attached to e-mails, and coding notes of observations of

assembly of options and micro-alliances reconfigured to another temporally stable set. For

face-to-face and conference call meetings. For example, the first discussion on a common technical

example, an episode in the development of the common technical interface consisted of the

interface in June 2011 was analyzed as the first event of its development, which we coded in the

reconfiguration from one to three options and micro-alliances. Analyzing the episodes of all ten

minutes of that meeting and triangulated through coding the event in other data sources such as e-

common resources, we found two overall reconfiguring patterns: the forking (i.e. splitting) and

mails, presentations, and interviews. We repeated this process for coding subsequent events. We

merging (i.e. integrating) of options and micro-alliances.

repeated the overall process for all ten common resources of the Helix Nebula cloud computing

We wanted to understand the initial conditions that explained when forking happened and

infrastructure. Iterating between data collection and analysis we eventually coded a total of 603

when merging happened. Coding the 41 episodes revealed that forking was set off by surfacing of

change events for the ten common resources.

differences (e.g. different options and preferences among members) and merging by surfacing of

We realized that our event codes presented a snapshot of the development of a common

dependencies (e.g. a need for joint solutions). However, this also revealed that not all episodes of

resource option at a particular moment in time. We linked the codes representing the same option,

forking and merging were the same. Some included very organic, consensual reconfigurations

and this gave us an insight into when development of an option had started and stopped. Also, this

whereas others were highly controversial episodes with non-consensual reconfigurations. This was

showed how the organizations in Helix Nebula were focused on either developing one or multiple

something we found worthwhile exploring further and therefore we identified and pattern-coded

options for a single common resource during a certain period of time. We were struck by the

(Miles & Huberman, 1994) all episodes of the ten common resources in Helix Nebula for four

different degrees of involvement by organizations in Helix Nebula over time in the development

distinct reconfiguration patterns: (1) consensual forking, (2) consensual merging, (3) non-

of options. With some common resource options certain organizations were very actively involved,

consensual forking, and (4) non-consensual merging.

whereas with other options they were in the background supporting the decisions taken by others,

We wanted to further understand and explain the differences between consensual and non-

whereas others were not involved at all. We started coding the actively involved organizations as

consensual forking and merging of options and micro-alliances. We realized that in consensual

decision-making actors and the less actively involved organizations as endorsing actors for the

reconfiguration episodes there was congruence and alignment between options and micro-

options. This included coding who had said what during conference calls and meetings, coding the

alliances. For example, a forking into three options was paired by a forking into three micro-

author(s) of presentations and collaborative documents, coding authors and references in e-mails,

alliances. In non-consensual reconfiguration episodes there was no congruence but misalignment

coding who had given what feedback to a document or presentation, coding tracked changes made

between options and micro-alliances. For example, there would be a need to merge two options

by certain representatives in draft documents, coding who was making decisions or supporting an
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into a single common solution but the micro-alliances did not want to work together because the

common resources in different ways. Between interdependent technical common resources, we

other option did not represent their heterogeneous interests.

ascertained a cascading of dissensus. Between interdependent organizational common resources,

Concluding our effort to explain the differences between the 41 episodes we coded for

we found a cascading of consensus. Across interdependent technical and organizational common

differences and overlap between consequences. Comparing the episodes revealed that consensual

resources, we observed that dissensus in technical resources stimulated consensus in

merging and forking would lead to consensus on options, whereas non-consensual merging and

organizational ones, and consensus in organizational resources supported dissensus in technical

forking would lead to dissensus.

ones.

Overall, this step of our analysis contained many cycles where we were triangulating across

Finally, we used the output of our longitudinal data collection and analysis efforts to write

our data sources and iterating between data collection and analysis. Over time, we created a

multiple descriptive narratives (Langley, 1999) on the development of individual common

chronology of 41 episodes that described the development through reconfiguring of options and

resources in Helix Nebula including the influence of interdependencies on their individual

micro-alliances for each of the ten common resources. We used multiple ways of representing the

development trajectories. Next, in the Findings section of this paper, we present the outcomes of

data, including figures and descriptive tables, which we constructively scrutinized and kept

our data collection and analysis. This includes the introduction of our process model and further

revising until we reached saturation in our coding. We also used the figures and tables for member

explanation of its components and the dynamics using empirical examples and a narrative.

checks. We continued our analysis by coding for emergent constructs visible across episodes
(Miles & Huberman, 1994).

FINDINGS
The start of the development of a common European scientific cloud computing infrastructure by

Step 4: Analysis of connections between episodes and narrative construction

the organizations in Helix Nebula can be traced back to the first meeting in June 2011, organized

As the conceptual elements involved in the development of an infrastructure of common resources

by representatives of ESA at their headquarters near Rome, Italy. At the end of a three-day

became more distinct through our analysis, we continued axial coding the reconfiguring patterns

meeting, several of Europe’s “big science” (CERN, EMBL, ESA) and “big business” organizations

to reach saturation and increase the validity of the constructs. This created a novel understanding

(e.g. Atos, CloudSigma, T-Systems) agreed to work together to develop an infrastructure of

of the output-input relationship (Langley, 2007) between reconfiguration episodes. The output set

technical and organizational common resources. Such an infrastructure would then enable further

of options and micro-alliances of one episode was the input of the next episode. We pattern-coded

collaboration between the organizations (CERN & ESA, 2011) and therefore was both the means

(Miles & Huberman, 1994) the triggers and consequences between episodes to further detail their

and outcome of collaboration. In an internal company blog post one of the cloud providers

output-input relationship. This revealed how development was often alternating between forking

reported:

and merging of options and micro-alliances.
Our analysis of connections between episodes also revealed there were differences between
the common resources in terms of consensus and dissensus. We wanted to understand what
explained the emergence of consensus or dissensus in common resources, and additional analysis
revealed the role of interdependencies between common resources in an infrastructure. We
systematically coded all 41 episodes for cross-over effects and this revealed 125 interdependencies
between common resources over the different stages of their development. From this we found

We found ourselves in a seminar of around 50 people: several major research organisations
– CERN and EMBL, as well as the hosts ESA themselves – as well as representatives of
most of our European competitors. There followed an uneasy three days, where the
demand-side [CERN, EMBL, ESA] described what was required; the suppliers [Atos,
CloudSigma, T-Systems] each worked out whether and how they could go some way to
meet it, tried to exude confidence in front of their peers, and to work out whether those
competitors were bluffing, too. Following a quiet huddle in the bar on the last evening,
between some of the more major suppliers present, we informally agreed that we would
work together, over the following two years, in “cooperative competition” to produce what
was required.

that interdependencies between common resources influenced technical and organizational
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We present our findings in multiple parts. First, we propose our process model of the
development of an infrastructure of common resources. Although the process model emerged from

FIGURE 2
Process model development infrastructure of common resources

our inductive analysis, we introduce it at the start to facilitate understanding of the coherence of

Surfacing of differences in developing

findings (Berends & Deken, 2019; Seidl & Werle, 2018). We explain the different elements of our

Surfacing of dependencies in developing

process model with examples from the first development episodes concerning a central resource

Reconfiguring of options and micro-alliances

in the Helix Nebula cloud computing infrastructure: the common technical interface. Then, we
provide a narrative on how the development of the common technical interface continued. Using
this narrative, we discuss how the development of common resources does not concern a single

Consensual forking
Forking of
options

homogeneous trajectory but alternates between forking and merging of options and microalliances, in consensus as well as dissensus. Finally, we explain how interdependencies between

Alignment

Forking of
micro-alliances

Consensual merging
Merging of
options

Alignment

Merging of
micro-alliances

common resources in an infrastructure support the emergence of consensus and dissensus.
Whereas the first parts use the development of the technical interface as the key example, this last
part concerns connections between different common resources.
Process model of the development of common resources of an infrastructure
Our analysis of the ten common resources developed by the organizations in Helix Nebula as part

Non-consensual forking
Forking of
options

Misalignment

Consensus
or
dissensus

Common
resource

Forking of
micro-alliances

Non-consensual merging
Merging of
options

Misalignment

Merging of
micro-alliances

of a European scientific cloud computing infrastructure generated a process model that explains
the development of an infrastructure of common resources (see Figure 2) by a distributed
collaboration of heterogeneous organizations. Our process model shows that the development of

Interdependencies between common resources

common resources includes developing options by organizations collaborating in micro-alliances.

As micro-alliances in Helix Nebula were developing emergent common resource options

Micro-alliances are sub-groups of organizations that form around emerging options. Collaboration

this led to the surfacing of differences or surfacing of dependencies that reflected the heterogeneity

in micro-alliances happened in workshops, meetings, conference calls, and often through e-mail.

of understandings, perspectives, and interests of the organizations (Carlile, 2002, 2004). For

Micro-alliances in Helix Nebula involved two types of actors: decision-making actors and
endorsing actors. Decision-making actors were those organizations that decided which options to

example, the members of Helix Nebula realized there were multiple common technical interface
options they could explore, for which there were heterogeneous preferences among them.

explore in detail. Endorsing actors were those organizations that gave support to an emerging

The surfacing of differences and dependencies in developing options triggers the

option, without being actively involved in the decision. This dual structure of micro-alliances was

reconfiguring of common resource options and micro-alliances (see Figure 2). Reconfiguring

important, because it allowed decisions to follow from agreement among decision-making actors

happened in two ways: forking of options and micro-alliances (i.e. splitting) or merging of options

instead of all organizations in a micro-alliance. Moreover, it contributed an important role to

and micro-alliances (i.e. integrating). We found that in Helix Nebula forking and merging

endorsing actors because their support enabled options to progress even when full consensus was

happened consensually or non-consensually. When the reconfiguration of options was congruent

missing.

with the reconfiguration of micro-alliances (e.g. the options forked and the micro-alliances forked),
this alignment led to consensus. When there was no congruent reconfiguration of options and
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micro-alliances (e.g. options forked but forking of the micro-alliances included conflict), this
misalignment led to dissensus. When after reconfiguration a common resource option had to be
further developed, the options and micro-alliances iterated into another cycle of development (see
Figure 2). When no further development of an option was needed a common resource was
established and used by the actors to enable further collaboration between them. As the bottom
arrow in Figure 2 indicates, the four reconfiguration patterns in the development of common
resources were also influenced by interdependent developments in other common resources.
Reconfiguring of options and micro-alliances
The heart of our explanation of the development of an infrastructure of common resources is the
reconfiguration of options and micro-alliances. Linking forking and merging to consensus and
dissensus our analysis of the development ten common resources in Helix Nebula revealed four
reconfiguration patterns of options and micro-alliances: (1) consensual forking, (2) consensual
merging, (3) non-consensual forking, and (4) non-consensual merging (see Table 4).
TABLE 4
Overview reconfiguration patterns
Pattern
Consensual
forking

Triggers
Surfacing of differences

Consensual
merging

Surfacing of dependencies Alignment between merging Consensus on
of options and micro-alliances single option

Non-consensual
forking

Surfacing of differences

Non-consensual
merging

Reconfiguring
Consequences
Alignment between forking of Consensus on
options and micro-alliances
multiple options

Misalignment between
forking of options and microalliances
Surfacing of dependencies Misalignment between
merging of options and
micro-alliances

FIGURE 3
Depiction

Dissensus on
multiple options
Dissensus on single
option

We continue with empirical examples of forking and merging in the development of a
central resource of the Helix Nebula infrastructure: the common technical interface. Figure 3 gives
an overview of the ten episodes in the development of the common technical interface. We use the
first four episodes as empirical examples to explain the reconfiguration of options and microalliances through forking and merging. Episodes 1 and 2 are examples where forking and merging
happened consensually. In Episodes 3 and 4 forking and merging happened non-consensually.
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FIGURE 3
Development common technical interface in Helix Nebula
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Episode 1: Forking (consensual)
Forking is a reconfiguration pattern that captures how the development of a common resource
splits from a trajectory with a single option and micro-alliance into two or more trajectories with
multiple options and micro-alliances. Consensual forking happens when the forking of options is
aligned with the forking of micro-alliances; a congruent and non-contested division into multiple
options and micro-alliances. An episode of consensual forking took place in Helix Nebula between
June 2011 and July 2012 when the organizations took the first steps into developing the common
technical interface. By and large, the science and commercial organizations used different
incompatible cloud interfaces in their datacenters and therefore, naturally, preferred different
options for the technical interface. The differences between them made all understand it would be
challenging to find immediate consensus on a single common technical interface. As they reported
in one of the conference call meeting minutes in March 2012: “It is understood that the service
suppliers cannot standardise on a single software stack.” To come to an overview of the available
interfaces, and take each into equal consideration, development forked into multiple options.
Because of the heterogeneity among the organizations (i.e. different preferences for the interface)
the members also forked into multiple micro-alliances. Thus, development consensually forked
into three options and micro-alliances (see Figure 3, Episode 1): one micro-alliance consisting of
CERN, EMBL, and ESA preferred to use the EC2 technology developed in America by Amazon
Web Services; a second micro-alliance headed by CloudSigma and CGI opted for the open source
jclouds technology; and a third micro-alliance of technicians from Atos, CGI, CloudSigma,
SixSquared, Terradue, The Server Labs, and T-Systems – the technical architecture committee –
proposed building a new technical interface tool they called the Blue Box, with functionalities
similar to both the EC2 and jclouds options. Each micro-alliance worked on documenting the
details of their option, and the organizations hoped that eventually one option would emerge that
was endorsed by all.
Episode 2: Merging (consensual)
Merging is the second basic reconfiguration pattern and reflects episodes where multiple options
and micro-alliances are getting back together into a single development trajectory. Consensual
merging happens when the merging of options is aligned with the merging of micro-alliances,
resulting in a congruent and non-contested reconfiguration process. An example of consensual
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merging happened after the development of the common technical interface split into the EC2,

Although development started with all organizations on board, at a certain moment in time,

jclouds, and Blue Box options and micro-alliances. In July 2012, the three micro-alliances

CloudSigma and T-Systems decided to benchmark the Blue Box option with other options

presented their options at the first Helix Nebula General Assembly held at CERN. The conclusion

available on the market that potentially suited their heterogeneous needs better. CloudSigma and

was that all three options were viable common technical interfaces. However, to provide flexibility

T-Systems learned that the Blue Box technology was not really new and a tool that could also be

in purchasing cloud services to the organizations in Helix Nebula (i.e. no lock-in), the members

bought from American companies. This led to the surfacing of differences between the focal option

had to adopt the same common technical interface in their datacenters (i.e. surfacing of

to build a blue Box with connectors and alternatives options. As a result, development forked

dependencies). Therefore, a single common technical interface option had to emerge that received

where buying a Blue Box with connectors became an alternative for building a Blue Box with

broad support among the members. This process was difficult because there was no common

connectors (see Figure 3, Episode 3). Controversy flared when CloudSigma and T-Systems started

governance model that would help all actors consensually agree on one of the three options. The

forking the micro-alliance because this was something the other organizations in the micro-alliance

organizations knew they had to merge the present three options (EC2, jclouds, Blue Box) into a

did not agree with. They felt that CloudSigma and T-Systems could not simply hijack their idea of

single option. To realize this the three micro-alliances agreed to work together in a single micro-

a Blue Box, turn it into something different, and then force them to split up. This misalignment

alliance. This led to the consensual merging of the EC2, jclouds, and Blue Box options and micro-

between forking of options and forking of micro-alliances in the episode was remembered by a

alliances, and subsequent the development of the Blue Box with EC2 and jclouds connectors

representative of T-Systems:

option (see Figure 3, Episode 2). A representative of SixSquared recalled the consensual merging:
We basically mandated the demand-side [CERN, EMBL, ESA] to form a sort of “microTechArch” so that we could work directly together. So, for a while we had actual real
contact with CERN and ESA and EMBL who basically put some good people in front of
us so we could actually converge much faster. So, it was a collaborative micro-group and
I think this was the most functional group that I witnessed.
The forking and merging episodes described above are empirical examples where there
was alignment between options and micro-alliances. Alignment in reconfiguration means that
forking or merging of options is congruent with the forking or merging of micro-alliances. When
there is alignment between the reconfiguration of options and micro-alliances this leads to
consensus in the development. In other episodes in Helix Nebula, the forking and merging of
options was not congruent with the forking and merging of micro-alliances. Such misalignment
leads to dissensus on options (see Table 4). Next, we provide empirical examples of nonconsensual forking and merging, continuing where we left off discussing Episode 3 of the
development of a common technical interface in Helix Nebula.

And then we had really one of the toughest meetings of the whole three years because we
took this input back to all the other industry partners and then I noticed that these are
sometimes very difficult in the communication because at the one hand it was good that
we showed that there was already something happening in industry; there were other
examples. But what I underestimated was that the architects that put this idea together [the
Blue Box]; it was their baby and they felt threatened. They felt also a bit criticized because
they thought they had the best idea in the world, it was really something new. And
basically, what we showed them that it was not so really new. And there were alternatives.
So, it was for them very difficult to accept that we came with this feedback. And because
we also said: “Well your idea might be super but we have to see really if that is the best
way to go.” And they were not used to that type of discussion, it was like they felt that
maybe also we did not fully trust them.
Episode 4: Merging (non-consensual)
An episode of non-consensual merging happened in August 2012. By then there were three
competing options for the common technical interface (see Figure 3, Episode 4): EC2 (EMBL),
building a Blue Box with connectors (Atos, CloudSigma, SixSquared, The Server Labs), and
buying a Blue Box with connectors (CloudSigma, T-Systems). Because there still was the need for
a single common technical interface to provide flexibility in purchasing cloud services between

Episode 3: Forking (non-consensual)
An exemplary episode of non-consensual forking in Helix Nebula happened in July 2012 after the
organizations had agreed on the option to build a Blue Box with EC2 and jclouds connectors.
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the organizations using the infrastructure (i.e. surfacing of dependencies) the three options had to
merge into a single option. However, the merging of options was misaligned with the merging of
micro-alliances. The organizations in the different micro-alliances did not want to merge because
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they did not want to give up their option nor felt that the other options matched their heterogeneous

we provide a narrative on how the development of the Helix Nebula common technical interface

needs. The misalignment between merging of options and merging of micro-alliances meant a non-

continued after Episode 4.

consensual reconfiguration process. This was visible, for example, in e-mail messages sent
between the two micro-alliances: “I have had more than one member of that team (no names ;o)

Narrative of the development of the Helix Nebula common technical interface

express fears that you were trying to railroad them into something they had no intention, capability

The next episodes in the development of the common technical interface in Helix Nebula show

or even desire, of fulfilling.” After heavy discussion with CERN and ESA, EMBL abandoned the

further iterations between forking and merging and consensus and dissensus. Table 5 provides a

EC2 option. Subsequently, CERN, EMBL, and ESA noted they were “not in favor of funding the

structured overview of all ten episodes in the development of the common technical interface,

blue box development”, showing their support for buying a Blue Box with connectors. Although

including more illustrative quotes.

this meant it now was the option with the strongest endorsement in Helix Nebula, it did not

The consequence of the merging in Episode 4 was that the organizations could now start

convince the organizations in the other micro-alliance to merge. Eventually though, forced by the

making further progress with the option to buy a Blue Box, for which an understanding and

need to make progress, Atos and SixSquared joined the other micro-alliance to proceed with

comparison of the different options in the market was needed. An e-mail noted: “Following the

buying a Blue Box in dissensus. One member described this non-consensual merging as: “they

intensive email exchange yesterday and fair requests for a transparent and more detailed

sort of had to concede and go along.”

comparison of blue box options we have enclosed a suggestion for a spreadsheet that could be used
for the final evaluation.” Indeed, development forked into multiple options in Episode 5. However,

Dynamics in the development of common resources

because the merging in Episode 4 had been non-consensual, not all organizations were supporting

Our previous discussion of Episode 1 to Episode 4 in the development of the common technical

the development. This was solved when the organizations also forked into multiple micro-alliances

interface in Helix Nebula showed that the development of a common resource does not entail a

because this meant the non-supporting organizations could develop or support an option that

single homogeneous trajectory but iterative forking and merging of options and micro-alliances

served their heterogeneous needs. For example, a representative of SixSquared recalled: “I was the

over time. In particular, the alternating between forking and merging seems important to the

first one to see that actually we could do that with SlipStream and it came as a surprise, it was not

development of a common resource. Between Episode 1 and 4, alternating between forking and

the intention at all.” Hence, the non-consensual merging in Episode 4 was followed by consensual

merging kept development of the common technical interface going because it allowed the

forking in Episode 5.

organizations to deal with heterogeneous perspectives and requirements. Forking in Helix Nebula
accommodated the heterogeneous needs of the organizations in Helix Nebula, whereas merging
addressed dependencies and need for joint solutions.
Furthermore, forking and merging can happen consensually (i.e. multilateral decision in
agreement) and non-consensually (i.e. unilateral, decision in disagreement) leading to consensus
or dissensus in the development. In Episode 3 to Episode 4 the strong need for alternating between
forking and merging even meant that the organizations moved away from consensus and made
progress through non-consensual developments. To understand the dynamics between consensus
and dissensus we need to analyze the alternating across the four reconfiguration patterns. For this
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Initial conditions

Reconfiguring

Consequences

10. Forking
AUG 13 – JUL 18
Alternative
interfaces emerge

Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
Merging of options leads to recommendation for
enStratius, but misaligned with merging of microalliances: “Of the solutions available, it was
decided to make use of enStratus” … “It has been
stated that all of the (relevant) Suppliers would
need to accept the tool selected.”
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
The alternative option to test both enStratius and
SlipStream emerges but this is not supported by all:
“there have been a number of contacts from others,
who are in favour of establishing some sort of
European Open Source-based (sub-)consortium.”
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
Both the enStratius and SlipStream Blue Box
options are tested in parallel but the micro-alliances
do not merge: “We will continue to back two horses
– enStratus and SlipStream – although many were
nervous of doing so.”
Surfacing of differences
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
Testing of both enStratius and Slipstream at the Over time forking into micro-alliances around other
same time leads to tensions.
alternatives in the industry: EC2 (CloudSigma,
EMBL), enStratius (CloudSigma), OpenStack
(CERN, CloudSigma, SixSquared, T-Systems),
SlipStream (Atos, SixSquared).

Surfacing of dependencies
Dependencies to choose a single option: “Some
of us want to say: “screw all this prevarication
– let’s just roll, and do it”, but consortia don’t
work like that, it seems. Instead, we are doing
what, when the Dutch do it, I describe as
“poldering”.”
8. Forking
Surfacing of differences
OCT 12 – OCT 12 Not all are willing to adopt the enStratius tool
Alternative testing and start thinking about alternatives: “We could
clearly not associate Atos’ name with such a
two interfaces
solution, so the question for me remains what
emerges
(else) shall we do (instead)?”
9. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
OCT 12 – AUG 13 Dependencies to keep organizations together:
Testing two
“[we] recognise that a decision to select any of
interfaces becomes the options at this stage is going to divide the
consortium.”
dominant

7. Merging
OCT 12 – OCT 12
enStratius option
prevails

Dissensus on options
In: 3
Out: 2
Two alternative options emerge supported by
In: governance,
different micro-alliances with not everybody
membership,
being on board: “Where did the decision to back procurement
two horses come from?”
Out: membership,
networking
Dissensus on options
In: 4
Out: 7
The option to test two options in parallel has the In: business, governance,
dominant micro-alliance, not serving
platform, procurement
CloudSigma, EMBL, and T-Systems: “So from Out: business (2),
our perspective, it would have been also good to governance, platform,
have continued working with that.”
procurement, services (2)
Dissensus on options
In: 6
Out: 8
No single option is developed leading to
In: governance,
dissensus: “CERN say: ‘well we are doing it with membership, platform,
OpenStack’, their own cloud environment. And
procurement (2), services
similarly, “We are doing it with Amazon”, “We Out: platform (4),
are doing it with the cloud X, and whatever. And governance (3),
bought themselves time to keep on doing things
membership
they want themselves.”

Dissensus on options
In: 3
Out: 1
Dissensus on enStratius implementation: “I think In: governance,
it is a cop-out; you could have done this a year
membership, services
ago, saving a lot of time and effort.”
Out: membership

In: 5
Out: 2
In: governance,
membership, networking,
procurement, services
Out: membership, services

In: 2
Out: 1
In: governance, services
Out: networking

In: 2
Out: 3
In: business, governance
Out: business,
networking, governance

In: 2
Out: 0
In: governance, services
Out: 0

In: 2
Out: 0
In: procurement, services
Out: none

Out: 0

Interdependencies

Consensus on options
In: 0
Consensus to develop EC2, jclouds, and Blue
In:
Box options in separate micro-alliances: “we had Out:
the main input from two or three different
companies, so that was also good it was not one
company that tried to dominate”.

Consensus on options
Consensus on Blue Box with EC2 and jclouds
connectors: “[we try to] fulfil the highest priority
Demand-side requirements, e.g. based on EC2
and/or JClouds; possibly augmented by a very
primitive first portal/Blue Box construction”.
3. Forking
Dissensus on options
JUL 12 – AUG 12
“The plans involve three possible API/interface
Buying the Blue
mechanisms, over time: i. a pragmatic, common
but one-to-one, EC2-based interface, ii. a COTS
Box and EC2 as
service, iii. a self-built/assembled Blue Box …
alternative options
Some of us are reluctant about the EC2
interface.”
4. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances Dissensus on options
AUG 12 – AUG 12 There is the need for a single common
Merging of options is misaligned with merging of The option of buying the Blue Box becomes
Buying the Blue
technical interface to avoid lock-in.
micro-alliances: “I have had more than one
dominant but in dissensus: “I don’t want to rain
member of that team (no names ;o) express fears
on anyone’s parade, but I am not sure that you
Box becomes the
that you were trying to railroad them into
can just hijack the budget for our project like
dominant option
something they had no intention, capability or even that, can you?”
desire, of fulfilling.”
5. Forking
Surfacing of differences
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Consensus on options
AUG 12 – SEP 12 Different organizations have preferences for
Forking of options and micro-alliances is aligned: By September 2012 four Blue Box options
Multiple buying
buying different Blue Box options: “it seemed “interesting is that different providers backed
remain: “The finalist were SlipStream,
options emerge
that one of our members had already build on, different solutions with passion, because I think
OpenNebula, ComputeNext, and enStratius”.
or one that would do as one” which lead to the they had vested interests and strategic relationships
rational to “identify suitable existing cloud
already built with these solutions – which makes
interfaces”.
complete sense”.
6. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances Dissensus on options
SEP 12 – OCT 12 CERN, EMBL, and ESA pressure for
Merging of options is misaligned with microenStratius and SlipStream options prevail in
Political powerplay convergence: The demand-side are concerned alliances. The organizations each want different
dissensus: “it was the fight between Atos, Tbetween options
interfaces and don’t see the other options as suiting Systems, and SixSquared … very complex moves,
about the Blue Box decision, which they had
their interests: “There is an underlying tension
and so on, and we didn’t want into this.”
expected to be made by the end of September
here, because various of us advocate various
… They would like to take/endorse that
solutions, some of us (including, some think, me ;o)
decision.”
have hidden agendas.”

Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Organizations explore different options in different
micro-alliances: (1) The EC2 option (CERN,
EMBL, ESA), jclouds (CGI, CloudSigma), and (3)
the Blue Box (Atos, CGI, CloudSigma,
SixSquared, The Server Labs, T-Systems).

Alignment between options and micro-alliances
A new micro-alliance is formed to develop an
integrated solution between the three options: “We
basically mandated the demand-side to form a sort
of “micro-TechArch” so that we could work
directly together.”
Surfacing of differences
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
Lack of funding: “funding remains an abiding “Buying a Blue Box with connectors” and “EC2”
issue” and questions on novelty Blue Box lead fork as alternative options but the existing microto search for different options: “there was
alliance does not agree: “So, it was for them very
already something happening in industry; there difficult to accept that we came with this feedback.”
were other examples.”

Surfacing of differences
Organizations have different requirements for a
common technical interface: “work is naturally
focused on each participating organization’s
own priorities, progressing from evaluation of
the applicability of Amazon AWS, for example,
into discussion with European suppliers.”
2. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
JUN 12 – AUG 12 Progress is slow and an integrated solution is
EC2 and jclouds
needed: “[it was] old style, waterfall … And as
a practitioner this is crazy and it is going to
are integrated in
take forever to converge.”
Blue Box

Episode
1. Forking
JUN 11 – JUL 12
Common technical
interface options
emerge

TABLE 5
Overview episodes development common technical interface in Helix Nebula

The consensual forking eventually returned four options and micro-alliances (see Figure 3,
Episode 5), according to meeting minutes “There are four options for the short-term Blue Box:
two open source and two commercial.” In October 2012, dependencies started surfacing between
the four options when, according to meeting minutes, CERN, EMBL, and ESA started pushing for
a single interface: “The demand-side [CERN, EMBL, ESA] are concerned about the Blue Box
decision, which they had expected to be made by the end of September.” The dependencies
between the options turned into an either/or scenario because the micro-alliances were not merging

of micro-alliances, causing dissensus (see Figure 3, Episode 7). In an e-mail to the others a member
of the micro-alliance reflected on the unwillingness to merge:
After a sleepless night, myself wondering why I was so resistant, or even hostile, to this
deal, the penny dropped: let me play the Devil’s Advocate for a while. What exactly have
we achieved with Helix Nebula, that you can demonstrate in January? T-Systems and
CloudSigma have introduced you to their American cloud broker friends, who will use
their proprietary toolset to sell you services from ... What exactly is European or open
(whether standards or source) about this arrangement? I think it is a cop-out; you could
have done this a year ago, saving a lot of time and effort.

around a single option. Two micro-alliances were dominant in this period, Atos and SixSquared
associating with the open source SlipStream option and CloudSigma and T-Systems representing
the proprietary enStratius option, leading to the non-consensual merging of the other two options
and micro-alliances (see Figure 3, Episode 6). A representative of Atos told us:
So, we then broke into two camps: two camps, those who said: ‘We want the proprietary
American tool’ [enStratius], which included CloudSigma and T-Systems for various
reasons, and those who wanted the European open-source tool [SlipStream], which
included basically me and Henry [Atos and SixSquared].

After a few days of trying to live with the dissensus, Atos and SixSquared stopped
endorsing the enStratius option and forked a new option to use both the enStratius and Slipstream
tools, which better reflected their needs. This new option to use two common technical interfaces
in the infrastructure received support from CERN and ESA but not from the other organizations.
Thus, the structural misalignment between options and micro-alliances first led to non-consensual
forking (see Figure 3, Episode 8) and then to non-consensual merging of the enStratius option (see
Figure 3, Episode 9). A representative of SixSquared remembered:

More and more the organizations in Helix Nebula became aware of the recurring dissensus
in the development of the technical interface, and realized that the lack of a common governance
model hampered them to reach consensus on a single option. An e-mail noted: “It was felt that a
clear decision (process) would prevent further speculative discussion of possibilities as we proceed
(the well-known IF ... ONLY ... construct.” Also, meeting minutes showed the unease but also the
necessity for repeated dissensus in order meet the heterogeneous requirements of the organizations
in developing the common technical interface:
We could consider re-running the decision process, about which no-one seems happy, but
that may still not produce a unanimous position; there are degrees of both commitment to
and involvement with both solutions. We will only achieve unanimity if some players
either drop out or fall back to a passive role, which is in no-one’s interests.

Eventually there was a decision by us [SixSquared] and Atos that said: “Fuck it, we are
going to do our thing and screw you guys if you don’t come with us.” And that contributed
to the fact that: ok, if it was not going to be a consensual decision then there was going to
have to be two deployments. And it was at one point two deployments, the other one backed
by CloudSigma and T-Systems.
Similarly, a representative of ESA recalled:
Afterwards people say: “Ah, you have been pushing the solution and, in the end, I am not
happy with this.” Well I was personally not pushing the solution I was trying to look at the
solution that would limit the – how do you say – that would have the less negative impact
in terms of the team.
As a result of not being able to develop a single common technical interface option that
was endorsed by all organizations in Helix Nebula, two common technical interface options were

Later in October 2012, CERN, EMBL, and ESA again pushed for merging into a single
common technical interface option – pressured by the need to show progress to the European
Commission (i.e. surfacing of dependencies). Considering which option they would support,
CERN, EMBL, and ESA eventually endorsed the enStratius tool in their micro-alliance. As they
noted in an e-mail: “Of the solutions available, it was decided to make use of enStratius to perform

tested in the following year in dissensus. The organizations in Helix Nebula wrote about the
dissensus in their reflection report on the development of the common technical interface:
Given the split between suppliers regarding approaches, and that the decision-making
process was seen by many as being less than thorough and professional, it was decided to
proceed along two parallel tracks (“backing both horses”), at least for the next stage of the
evaluation and implementation.

this next stage of deployment.” This merging into the enStratius option was not met by a merging
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Over time, as the cloud computing market developed further, the organizations again

developed in Helix Nebula revealed 125 interdependencies across 41 development episodes. We

reconfigured new options and micro-alliances through non-consensual forking (see Figure 3,

linked the reconfiguration patterns of the 125 interdependent development episodes. Combining

Episode 10). Moving forward to 2018 the organizations in Helix Nebula remained unable to realize

the forking and merging patterns and differentiating between technical and organizational

consensus on a common technical interface.

resources, we found consistent effects on the role of interdependencies in the emergence of
consensus and dissensus in the development of common resources (see Table 6).

Analysis of the narrative
The empirical examples of Episodes 1 to 4 and our narrative of Episodes 5 to 10 presented so far

TABLE 6
Interdependencies between consensual and non-consensual episodes

describe ten reconfigurations of options and micro-alliances in the development of the common
technical interface in Helix Nebula. What is clearly visible when analyzing the ten reconfigurations
is the alternating between forking and merging (see Figure 3 and Table 5). Analysis of the nine
other common resources further confirmed the consistent alternating between forking and merging
options and micro-alliances in the development of common resources.1 Clearly, alternating
between forking and merging of options and micro-alliances aids a distributed collaboration to
deal with their heterogeneity developing an infrastructure of common resources.

To
From
Consensus
technical
Consensus
organizational
Dissensus
technical
Dissensus
organizational

Consensus
technical

Consensus
organizational

Dissensus
technical

Dissensus
organizational

0

0

3

0

5

17

41

2

1

35

10

1

0

3

7

0

What our analysis of the development of the common technical interface in Helix Nebula
further showed is that the alternating of forking and merging was not consistently met by

Table 6 shows interdependencies had two consistent effects on the emergence of consensus

alternating between consensus and dissensus. In fact, our narrative shows that Episodes 6 to 10

and dissensus in the development of common resources in Helix Nebula. First, interdependencies

were consecutive periods of recurring dissensus. Apparently, the need for alternating between

between the same type of common resources (i.e. between technical or organizational) support a

merging and forking was stronger than the need for alternating between consensus and dissensus

cascading of consensus or dissensus (see Table 6, underlined cells). Second, interdependencies

in the development of the common technical interface. In the last part of our Findings, we discuss

between technical and organizational common resources support the emergence of dissensus and

the role of interdependencies in the emergence of consensus and dissensus and how through

consensus (see Table 6, bold cells). In the next sections we explain the two interdependency

interdependencies consensus accommodates dissensus in the development of an infrastructure of

patterns in more detail.

common resources.
Interdependencies stimulate cascading of consensus and dissensus
Interdependencies between common resources in an infrastructure

Our analysis of interdependencies in the Helix Nebula infrastructure revealed that dissensus in

Because common resources are part of a larger infrastructure, we turned to interdependencies

technical common resources contributed to dissensus in interdependent technical common

between resources in the Helix Nebula cloud computing infrastructure. Interdependencies between

resources (see Table 6, N=10). Between interdependent organizational common resources,

the different common resources of the infrastructure played a role in the emergence of consensus

consensus in one supports emergence of consensus in the other (see Table 6, N=17). Thus, between

and dissensus. A systematic analysis of the interdependencies between the ten common resources

the same type of common resources, interdependencies contribute to a cascading of dissensus or
consensus.

1

Details on the development of the other common resources (eight of nine because common NDA had no
reconfigurations) can be found in the Figures A1–A8 and Tables A1–A8 in the Appendix
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An example of cascading dissensus between interdependent technical common resources
in the Helix Nebula infrastructure happened in 2014, when the organizations in Helix Nebula
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started developing a common platform on top of the common technical interfaces. In the first

dissensus between four technical interface options and micro-alliances emerged (see Figure 3,

episode the common platform forked into two options. Atos, CGI, SixSquared, and T-Systems

Episode 6) a question came up regarding American versus European interfaces. What is interesting

decided to develop a common platform that supported only the SlipStream interface. CERN,

is that this interdependency connected the dissensus in the technical interface to the need for

CloudSigma, EMBL, ESA, and Terradue, on the other hand, wanted a common platform that

consensus on common membership guidelines. An e-mail captured this effect of the

supported multiple common technical interfaces, including enStratius. When they forked the

interdependency:

micro-alliance, controversy emerged with Atos, CGI, SixSquared, T-Systems. A representative of
Terradue explained: “Our point was that there should be several instantiations of the Blue Box,

A number of the short-listed solutions identified are from companies who are
headquartered in the United States. How European must a company be? Please note that as
it stands, this is a blocking issue for us.

operated by different domain experts. And this was not shared … there was a fight to “become the
One”. It was like Highlander, you know: “There can be only One”.” The dissensus in the common
technical interfaces thereby contributed to dissensus in the development of the common platform.
In an e-mail this cascading dissensus was also noted:
[ESA] asked why we were only offering SlipStream and not Enstratius? They want an open
choice, and had made some progress with Enstratius. [EMBL] also joined in, in similar
vein. They fired out odd shots and observations … [CERN, EMBL, and ESA] (ironically
;o) said that the initiative needs to stay aligned: I said that Atos, CGI and T-Systems were
aligned, and sticking together, but that was not necessarily true of all involved.
Between interdependent organizational common resources, on the other hand, consensus
contributes to further consensus. For example, in Helix Nebula consensus to develop multiple

After having realized consensus on a membership guideline that it should be possible for
American firms with European headquarters to join Helix Nebula, the consensus on membership
guidelines allowed for dissensus in the common technical interface. One of the organizations wrote
in an e-mail: “how would it look if the European Cloud had to go to an American player to dig
them out of a hole?” In this regard, the interdependency made that consensus on common
membership guidelines accommodated dissensus on the technical interface. As a representative of
CloudSigma kept reminding the other organizations in Helix Nebula:
There is no concept of European and American tools and collective voting like this. In any
case an analysis of the various tool providers hasn’t been done regarding whether they pass
the requirements for inclusion in Helix Nebula regarding Europeanness. This requirement
is clearly set out in black and white in the membership requirements document.

business model options supported consensus to work out multiple governance model options. The
organizations described this in one of their reports:
The governance model has to harmonize with the business model. Therefore, the
governance model options have been developed in close coordination with the work on
those business models with highest growth potential.
Interdependencies stimulate consensus accommodating dissensus
Interdependencies between technical and organizational common resources support the emergence
of consensus to accommodate for dissensus in development (see Table 6, bold cells). In particular,
dissensus in technical common resources stimulates consensus in organizational common
resources (N=35), and consensus in organizational common resources supports dissensus in
technical common resources (N=41).
An example in Helix Nebula where dissensus with regard to a technical resource stimulated
consensus with regard to an organizational resource occurred in an interdependency between the
common technical interface and the common membership guidelines. In September 2012, when
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Our analysis thus revealed that interdependencies between common resources support the
emergence of consensus in the organizational domain that accommodates dissensus in the
technical domain.
Our findings on the role of interdependencies in the development of common resources
answers the question how the development of common resources is able to continue alternating
between forking and merging in dissensus. In technical common resources dissensus is often
related to dissensus in other interdependent common resources, but supported by consensus in
interdependent organizational resources. In organizational common resources, dissensus is less
likely to emerge due to the cascading of consensus from interdependent organizational resources
and the need to support dissensus in interdependent technical common resources. We integrated
the role interdependencies play in the development of an infrastructure of common resources in
our process model (see Figure 2). Interdependencies thus explain why dissensus emerges more
often in technical resources and consensus in organizational. We reason this difference is explained
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by the lock-in effects and significant investments required in technical common resources, whereas

options, which includes options for a common business model, technical interface, governance

organizational resources are more flexible in interpretation and development.

model, services, and procurement contracts. We find that micro-alliances are a mechanism for
organizing in settings where centralized control through hierarchy is not feasible – such as,

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, our study is the first to look at how an infrastructure of common technical and
organizational resources is developed from scratch by a distributed collaboration of heterogeneous
actors. Based on a longitudinal study of the development of a European scientific cloud computing
infrastructure by the organizations in Helix Nebula – a collaboration of “big science” (CERN,
EMBL, ESA) and “big business” organizations (Atos, CloudSigma, T-Systems), small and
medium-sized firms (SixSquared, Terradue, The Server Labs), and public e-infrastructure
providers (EGI, GÉANT) – we developed a process model that explains the development of an
infrastructure of common resources by a distributed collaboration of heterogeneous actors (see
Figure 2). Our model captures the dynamics of developing common resources, particularly the
iterative reconfiguration of options and micro-alliances through forking and merging in consensus
and dissensus. Our findings show a consistent need for alternating between forking and merging
of options and micro-alliances that accommodates the heterogeneous understandings,
perspectives, and interests of actors. Our analysis revealed how interdependencies influence the
emergence of dissensus in technical common resources, consensus in organizational resources,
and that consensus in organizational resources accommodates dissensus in technical resources.

distributed collaborations between heterogeneous actors. In such settings, getting all organizations
to unite can be difficult, but letting all actors make progress on their own will lead to undesirable
fragmentation. This tension between centralized and decentralized control is addressed by microalliances because these have the fluidity to emerge and dissolve where necessary, and thereby can
unite heterogeneous actors where possible. The distinction between decision-making and
endorsing actors contributes to the flexibility of micro-alliances. Because of this dual structure,
micro-alliances are a vehicle for finding agreement among a group of heterogeneous actors without
having to involve all of them in discussions.
By and large, our study contributes an understanding of emergent organizing through
micro-alliances in distributed collaborations between organizations with heterogeneous
backgrounds and interests (Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Majchrzak et al., 2018). By highlighting the
potential of micro-alliances, our study contributes to the emergent stream of research on metaorganizations, which has been focused on understanding the design of “organizations of
organizations” (Ahrne & Brunsson, 2005: 430). Micro-alliances can explain how metaorganizations emerge when there is no single architect that makes decisions on organizational
design elements such as membership boundaries (Gulati et al., 2012a). Micro-alliances cannot be
designed, but emerge where needed as organizations collaboratively explore options. As such,

Theoretical implications
Our findings contribute to the literature on interorganizational collaboration (Gulati et al., 2012b;
Majchrzak et al., 2015), in particular to the emergent stream of research on distributed
collaborations (Beck & Plowman, 2014; Gulati et al., 2012a; Tuertscher et al., 2014) between
heterogeneous actors (Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Majchrzak et al., 2018), and has implications for
research on digital infrastructures (Constantinides & Barrett, 2015; Constantinides et al., 2018).
The first contribution of our study is that we introduce the concept of micro-alliances to
interorganizational collaboration literature. Micro-alliances are sub-groups of organizations that
reside around options considered in the collaboration. A seemingly integrated interorganizational
collaboration can consist of multiple embedded micro-alliances that consists of organizations with

micro-alliances may emerge in the formation stage of an interorganizational collaboration when
actors have to agree on organizational design elements (Gulati et al., 2012b). Micro-alliances may
thereby contribute to future understanding on how design decisions on interorganizational
collaborations come about.
Micro-alliances also contribute to the emergent interest in polycentric governance in
interorganizational collaboration (Sydow & Windeler, 1998) and digital infrastructures literature
(Constantinides & Barrett, 2015; Constantinides et al., 2018). Polycentric governance means a
system is governed by multiple independent centers of decision making (Ostrom, Tiebout, &
Warren, 1961). Micro-alliances are a form of polycentric governance, but are also dynamic and
fluid instead of providing stable centers of decision-making for longer durations. Micro-alliances

competing views and interests. In our study micro-alliances formed around common resource
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thereby add the notion of process to polycentric governance, calling for future research on

common technical interface gets stuck forking, progress in another interdependent organizational

polycentric governing.

resource, for example membership guidelines, can support merging. Future research can look into

Second, prior research has taken the existence of resources that facilitate collaboration for
granted (Fjeldstad et al., 2012; Gulati et al., 2012a; Majchrzak et al., 2018; O’Mahony & Bechky,

the how interdependencies between common resources, such as in infrastructures, influence how
they facilitate interorganizational collaboration.

2008; Tuertscher et al., 2014) or assumed a centralized actor as driver of the development (Garud

Third, we conclude that both consensus and dissensus are needed in interorganizational

et al., 2002; Rosenkopf et al., 2001). We show that common resources emerge in an iterative

collaboration. This aligns with the insight by Hardy and Phillips (1998) that contestation and

process of forking and merging options that are developed by organizations collaborating in micro-

collaboration can both be sources of synergy and engagement in interorganizational collaborations.

alliances. This contributes to the literature on interorganizational collaboration (Gulati et al.,

Furthermore, our findings resonate with earlier research that showed that not all interorganizational

2012b) suggesting that alternating between splitting up options and associated micro-alliances and

problems can be resolved in consensus (Gray & Hay, 1986) due to heterogeneous understandings,

getting them back together is a way of making progress especially when involving heterogeneous

perspectives, and interests of actors.

actors. Indeed, our findings suggest that divergence between organizations in a collaboration,

Our study shows that consensus is not always feasible in a distributed collaboration of

including opportunistic self-serving behavior, is not necessarily an indication of failure to

heterogeneous actors, which makes dissensus inevitable. Dissensus emerges when differences and

cooperate. Rather, splitting up the collaboration can be a temporary solution that enables progress

dependencies call for forking or merging of options but this is misaligned with the organizations

in a later stage. This is in line with earlier findings on the value of a dialectical understanding of

in associated micro-alliances not splitting up or uniting. Interestingly, our findings thus are a

interorganizational collaboration (Berends, Van Burg, & Van Raaij, 2011; Das & Teng, 2000; De

micro-level confirmation and partial falsification of the so-called mirroring hypothesis that an

Rond & Bouchikhi, 2004). Moreover, the alternating between forking and merging as a distinct

organizational structure tends to correspond (i.e. mirror) to the design of a technical system

collaboration process resonates with earlier calls for process research (Farjoun, 2016) to get a

(Henderson & Clark, 1990; Sanchez & Mahoney, 1996). We show that in consensual progress on

better understanding of the dynamics of interorganizational collaboration (Lumineau & Oliveira,

common resources there is indeed alignment (i.e. mirroring) between the reconfiguration of

2018; Majchrzak, Jarvenpaa, & Bagherzadeh, 2015).

options and the reconfiguration of micro-alliances. However, we find that sometimes collaborating

Our finding on the need for alternating between forking and merging options and actors in

actors make valuable progress in dissensus when the reconfiguration of options and micro-

the development of resources that facilitate interorganizational collaborations also has implications

alliances is misaligned (i.e. not mirroring). Hence, our analysis confirms that on the micro-level

for our understanding of how boundary resources (Carlile, 2002), organizations (O’Mahony &

collaborative developments follow the dynamics of a mirroring of technical and organizational

Bechky, 2008), and infrastructures (Bowker & Star, 1999) facilitate collaboration between actors.

design but that this also makes dissensus inevitable.

Our findings reveal that boundary resources do not just drop out of thin air but include a dynamic

Our findings on the relationship between consensus and dissensus are in line with recent

development process. In the process of developing boundary resources there can be a need for

calls by Lumineau and Oliveira (2018) for the need to study multiple valences in

changing other boundary resources. Hence, also boundary resources need to be flexible and

interorganizational collaboration research, such as looking at the coexistence of collaboration and

reconfigure over time to be able to transfer, translate, or transform heterogeneous understandings,

conflict. We addressed this notion by studying how consensus and dissensus are related in the

perspectives, and interests between actors (Carlile, 2004).

development of an infrastructure of common resources. Our study of both consensus and dissensus

What our study also shows is that developing multiple common resources at the same time

thereby goes beyond the findings of prior research that has looked at when heterogeneous

is important to make progress. The emergent resources can then build on each other’s progress

organizations are most likely to find consensus (Ranganathan et al., 2018). We show that in

thereby leveraging interdependencies between them. For example, when the development a

innovation ecosystems, consensus on one technical or organizational resource can accommodate
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dissensus on another. This shows the need to study the development of technical resources in
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APPENDIX
Figures (fold-outs) and tables in this appendix give an overview of the development in Helix
Nebula of common resources as regards: common platform (A1), common networking (A2),
common trademark (A3), common services (A4), common procurement contracts (A5), common
business model (A6), common membership guidelines (A7), and common governance model (A8).
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FIGURE A1
Development common platform in Helix Nebula
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FIGURE A2
Development common networking in Helix Nebula
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FIGURE A3
Development common trademark in Helix Nebula
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FIGURE A4
Development common services in Helix Nebula
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FIGURE A5
Development common procurement contracts in Helix Nebula
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FIGURE A6
Development common business model in Helix Nebula
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FIGURE A7
Development common membership guidelines in Helix Nebula
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FIGURE A8
Development common governance model in Helix Nebula
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Surfacing of differences
European Commission challenges governance
of the multi-interface platform option: “it will
become more difficult to oversee the Broker
activities under the Helix Nebula governance.”
Also, business model leads to search for
alternatives: “And that is something that also
from the business model turned out that is not
elastic enough.”
Surfacing of differences
For CERN and EMBL there is a need for
different common platform options due to
procurement: “when it comes to procurement I
can’t limit myself to procuring just with people
who are members of Helix Nebula.”

3. Forking
JUN 14 – MAY 16
Forking into three
options for the
common platform
interface

Reconfiguring

Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
CERN and EMBL decide on forking the Deutsche
Börse Cloud Exchange as an alternative option:
“we consider that, that, that HNX as too inflexible.
So, we have been doing stuff with Deutsche Börse.
And we were, we have been quite happy.” Also, the
emergence of the EGI FedCloud platform – “EGI is
contemplating establishing its own brokerage” – is
misaligned with the established micro-alliance.
4. Forking
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
JUN 15 – SEP 16
CERN and EMBL propose the HNSciCloud project
Competing
platform as a new common platform option: “We
had no option. This was the only financial
HNSciCloud
instrument the European Commission has available
option emerges
that would work in that way.” This causes
misalignment with the other micro-alliance.
5. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
SEP 16 – JUL 18
The costs of multiple platforms are too high
CERN and EMBL push HNSciCloud option
HNSciCloud
and lack of performance create the need for
merging the Helix Nebula Marketplace option but
becomes dominant single option: “The HNX was not bringing any, with a misaligned micro-alliance.
as a whole, did not bring the benefit that was
initially expected.”

Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
Forking of options and micro-alliances is
misaligned: “out on the early on there was this
misalignment … they didn’t agree with this idea
that it had to be a single product.” … “[CERN,
EMBL, and ESA] said that the initiative needs to
stay aligned: I said that Atos, CGI and T-Systems
were aligned, and sticking together, but that was
not necessarily true of all involved.”

Consequences

Interdependencies

In: 4
Out: 2
In: governance,
procurement (2),
technical
Out: membership,
governance
In: 2
Out: 0
In: procurement, technical
Out: 0

Dissensus on options
The HNSciCloud platform becomes dominant.
The Helix Nebula Marketplace option seizes to
exist by July 2018.

In: 8
Out: 10
In: business (2),
governance,
membership, networking,
procurement, services,
technical
Out: networking,
governance (3),
procurement, trademark,
business, services (3)
In: 9
Out: 6
In: business, governance
(2), membership,
networking, procurement
(3), technical
Out: governance (3),
membership, trademark,
services

In: 4
Out: 3
In: business, governance,
membership, technical
Out: technical (2),
governance

Dissensus on options
Dissensus on different options: “but now they
want to go back and “invent” an environment
that is going to do what we have been doing for
the last five years. So, it is re-invention and it
takes two years to do so.”

Dissensus on options
Dissensus on the options: “And along came
Deutsche Börse with their, proprietary by the
way, software, and offered an alternative
platform which CERN started using.”

Dissensus on options
Dissensus on multiple common platform options
influenced by dissensus on common technical
interface: “Regarding Enstratius: some of us
thought it would be quietly dropped, but it keeps
popping up again.” … “If they do want to
advocate it as a second parallel option, I am
sure they will be welcome to do so, but
meanwhile we are all lining up behind
SlipStream to get ourselves into production.”
2. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances Dissensus on options
DEC 13 – DEC 14 Dependencies surface to agree on a single
The multi-interface option becomes dominant but
Dissensus on option: “this multi-brokerage and
Merging of options common platform option: “there was some sort not all agree causing misalignment in merging
multi-everything persons, are just disconnected
and micro-alliances of a vision: “How can we create a “one for
micro-alliances: “HNX was already back then
from commercial reality.”
something that had a broker form and “1”
all.”
indicates there was preparation for others. But
“one” if you don’t intend to have two, three, or
four.”

Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
Surfacing of differences and interdependencies
create a need for a common platform
supporting multiple common technical
interfaces: “And then it became “it should not
only be one, it should be several, and in fact it
should not only be a broker it should be other
things as well.” So that is where they decided
to diverge.”

Episode
1. Forking
AUG 13 – JAN 14
Two competing
platform options
emerge

TABLE A1
Overview episodes development common platform in Helix Nebula
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Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
Merging two options is misaligned with merging
micro-alliances: “Alcatel-Lucent presented an
alternative commercial option for supporting the
needs of HN flagships but the timescale is quite
short for establishing agreement with the set of
commercial network providers. The question of
funding was also raised.”
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Again, other commercial options are considered
next to the GÉANT option, which is not contested
by the GÉANT micro-alliance: “So, that has sort of
been good as well because that introduced a little
bit of competition: So, the NRENs have to perform
as well now right. So, you know keeping it open like
that has helped.”
Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
CERN and EMBL push for GÉANT: “So, and we
are already paying for these public infrastructures.
So why would we pay again to bypass them?” But
not all are aligned on this option: “The network is
the major future constraining factor: in terms of
complexity as well as scale.” … “We still do get
companies come back saying: “Why are you
wasting time? We can provide you all that
connectivity that you need anyway.””

Consequences

Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
Side projects of Helix Nebula members raise
questions about the use of the trademark: “In
what manner are collaborating projects
allowed to make use of the Helix Nebula
brand?”

Reconfiguring
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Forking of options and micro-alliances is aligned,
two common trademarks options develop, one for
the initiative and one for the side-projects like the
common platform: “rules pertaining to branding
and logo use of HN have to be defined.”

Interdependencies

In: 1
Out: 1
In: platform
Out: platform

Consequences

In: 1
Out: 0
In: platform
Out:

In: 2
Out: 0
In: platform, services
Out:

Interdependencies

Dissensus on options
In: 2
Out: 0
Dissensus on the sole focus on GÉANT by some In: business, procurement
organizations: “all the research organizations
Out:
take GÉANT for granted because they are, that
is how they connect all their networks together
... so GÉANT connectivity became a requisite.”
Others are happy with it: “And the way we get to
it is through the public e-infrastructure like
GÉANT. … So, that for me is one of the strongest
things that has come out.”

Consensus on options
There is consensus on using two common
networking options in parallel: “GÉANT is seen
as a parallel, where no one supplier dominates,
but it is not and cannot be used for commercial
purposes.”

Dissensus on options
In: 6
Out: 3
Dissensus on option: “the suppliers needed to be In: business, governance,
on GÉANT, technically, so that CERN could get
membership,
to them. Because otherwise you had to lay a
procurement, technical
damn piece of string from Geneva to Tenerife,
(2)
which was going to be a bit expensive.”
Out: business (2),
platform

Consensus on options
In: 1
Out: 1
Consensus on further development of two
In: technical
options: “Two main solutions were depicted, one Out: technical
envisioning the role of GÉANT ... the other one
proposing commercial networking solutions.” …
“Alcatel-Lucent presented an alternative option
for commercial connection, based on dark fibres
(“terabytes do not fit into shared megabits”).”

Consensus on options
Consensus on further development of two
options, and trademarks are applied for: “CERN
registered the HELIX NEBULA Community
Trademark (CTM) on behalf of the HELIX
NEBULA Consortium.” “The partners of the
Helix Nebula Marketplace have recently started
a deeper investigation into a potential trademark
registration.”
2. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Consensus on options
MAR 14 – JAN 16 It is recognized that the Helix Nebula products CERN starts working on an option where the use of Consensus on use of single trademark: “The
Two options for
and initiatives brand are overlapping: “Since
the Helix Nebula trademark can also apply to
procedure for obtaining the HNI trademark was
the brand of Helix Nebula is an essential value, products: “we agree to allow HNX to operate under presented and agreed on unanimously during the
trademark are
its usage has to be managed and controlled
the Helix Nebula trademark.”
General Assembly.”
integrated
carefully.”

1. Forking
JAN 13 – MAY 14
Two options for
trademark emerge

Episode

4. Merging
JUN 14 – JUL 18
GÉANT again
becomes the
dominant option

Reconfiguring
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Forking of options and micro-alliances is aligned.
Micro-alliances form around two of three options:
“In summary we would have 3 main networking
options for a future HN infrastructure: a) Internetbased …b) GÉANT-based … c) Private-Network
based.”

TABLE A3
Overview episodes development common trademark in Helix Nebula

Surfacing of differences
During the creation of the common platform
differences surface regarding common
networking: “we may need an alternative to
GÉANT, given their limitations regarding use
in production.” … “GÉANT: currently limited
as to use, on a temporary basis; needs Demand
involvement to resolve.”
Surfacing of dependencies
Due to interdependencies with procurement
there is a need for a single common networking
connection: “But if we look at the latest precommercial procurement, where we have 10
procurement organizations dotted across seven
or eight countries, and then you are going to
have the commercial service providers as well,
it became obvious, on the procurer side that
there was no option. Because the cost of paying
for the networking on top to connect to all
those at least 10 datacenters to the commercial
providers that is going to be way beyond what
the budget could perform.”

3. Forking
AUG 13 – JUN 14
Alternatives to
GÉANT are looked
for

2. Merging
JAN 13 – SEP 13
GÉANT becomes
dominant option

Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
Differences surface between science and
commercial organizations’ prior networking
experiences: “And it wasn’t obvious at the start
because some of the supply-side players are
“telco-companies” themselves right, who want
to sell networking connectivity.” “The idea
resulted from observing the Cloud activity in
US where e.g. the Open Cloud Consortium is
using private networking sponsored by Cisco.”
Surfacing of dependencies
Testing common technical interfaces creates a
need for a single common network option. “it
was at some point that when CERN wanted to
do their original test of their environment.”

Episode
1. Forking
JUN 12 – MAR 13
Two options for
networking emerge

TABLE A2
Overview episodes development common networking in Helix Nebula
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Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
Interdependencies with the common platform
interface show there are different procurement
needs among the organizations: “that other
very challenging aspect and that is: how things
can be procured. So even if you have a worldclass solution, you have to see how you can
bring it into a contract”.
Surfacing of differences
More alternatives are explored because there
are limitations in what CERN, EMBL, and
ESA can procure and there is a need for the
commercial organizations to have a different
source of income: “that is part of the
misunderstanding how some of these public
authorities work as well, these public
organizations; we have to show that once we
go above a certain threshold we are open to
competition.”
Surfacing of dependencies
CERN and EMBL endorsed by multiple new
members push the PCP option: “We had no
option. This was the only financial instrument
the European Commission has available that
would work in that way.”

Episode
1. Forking
OCT 13 – JUN 15
Multiple options
are explored for
common
procurement
contracts

3. Merging
JUN 15 – JUN 16
Merging into PCP
option

2. Forking
JAN 15 – JUN 16
More alternatives
for procurement
are explored in
consensus

Reconfiguring
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Forking into different options and micro-alliances
is considered a good thing to get knowledge of
options: “the ODCA is one emerging source. ITIL,
in its V3 form, will also be useful, but there is no
overall open standard for service management.”
Forking into three options, including the self-build
Helix Nebula service architecture option.
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Organizations agree to forking into developing
FedSM and Helix Nebula service architecture
separately: “between FedSM and ServArch;
degrees of harmony and agreement varied”.”
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Organizations agree to merge options and microalliances into a single properties document. Option
and micro-alliances aligned: “It is intended to seed
discussion and is in no way final. Suppliers would
remain free to describe resources according
whatever categories they choose.”
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Forking of options and micro-alliances is aligned
because it fits with prior developments: “We also
need to consider the adoption of FitSM for service
management. … We have previously done work on
an LCD set of services, and an ODCA document
identified how federated catalogues could be
supplied and accessed.”
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Alignment of options and micro-alliances leads to
merging: “consortium needs a common vision on
the service level; i.e. what suppliers can offer
versus how users can use it?”

Consequences

Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
The PCP option prevails but is misaligned with the
needs of other micro-alliances: “They have different
camps that are sort of wanting to do slightly
different things. So, it is not an entirely unified view
they are sharing on the demand-side.”

Out: 0

In: 3
Out: 2
In: platform (2),
procurement
Out: platform,
procurement

Consensus on options
Consensus on common service description:
“Catalogue and Service Desk are fully in place;
new suppliers will need to join in those
structures, including the FitSM processes.”

Consequences

Dissensus on options
In: 0
Out: 7
There is dissensus also among the organizations In:
with the PCP being pushed: “They are procuring Out: platform (2),
things their way. Especially CERN you know, he technical, networking,
is the big gorilla: “Where does he sleep?
business, membership,
Anywhere he bloody wants to.”
services

In: 5
Out: 13
In: business, governance,
platform, services,
technical
Out: platform (3),
technical (5),
networking, governance
(3), business
In: 1
Out: 2
In: business
Out: platform (2)

Interdependencies

In: 3
Out: 2
In: platform (2), technical
Out: technical, business

In: 1
Out: 1
In: technical
Out: trademark

In: 0
In:
Out:

Consensus on options
Consensus is reached on developing multiple
options in parallel: “it was agreed to deploy the
FitSM standard, which was developed under an
EC FP7 project, originally for the FedSM
project.”

Consensus on options
Both the service architecture and FedSM microalliances agree to work in parallel: “they are
looking at similar subjects as the HN ServArch
group.”
Consensus on options
Consensus on option: “This is an initial proposal
for a common service catalogue taxonomy.”

Consensus on options
Consensus to explore multiple options:
“Procurement of cloud services still pose several
challenges for public organisations, due to
dynamic allocation and rapidly changing
services. Although procurement cannot be
unified, best practice procedures could be
identified.”
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Consensus on options
Forking into exploring two more options in
Consensus on the options: “The options are
separate micro-alliances: the PCP options (CERN, explored in different micro-alliances: “Excellent
EMBL, Trust-IT) and the options of a European
presentation! I am happy the PCP has taken off
cloud token system (Atos, CERN, EMBL, ESA, T- and we will support it in every possible way.”
Systems).

Reconfiguring
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Development is forking into three procurement
contract options that align with the different
procurement needs of the CERN, EMBL, ESA, and
the commercial organizations. CERN also forks
into a new funded project called PICSE together
with TrustIT.

Interdependencies

Consensus on options
In: 1
Out: 5
Consensus to move forward different options in In: technical
different micro-alliances: “The field is not
Out: technical (5)
universally understood but we each have our
own internal documentation, and there are some
known industry sources, such as ITIL and more
recently the ODCA which we can call on.”

TABLE A5
Overview episodes development common procurement contracts in Helix Nebula

Surfacing of dependencies
Common technical interface pushes for
integrated service properties: “The first release
focuses on … the introduction of a common
service catalogue and image library and the
ability to provision resources via a single
common API.”
4. Forking
Surfacing of differences
AUG 13 – MAY
Interdependencies with common platform push
14 Forking into
for further detail on service standards,
different elements descriptions, and contracts. This includes
differences across heterogeneous interests: “It
also implies a close degree of cooperation with
the EGI FedCloud and FedSM groups, which I
know some find challenging.”
5. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
MAY 14 – JAN 15 Interdependencies with the common platform
Merging into
push for integration: “need to ensure that we
common service
have a coherent and effective service and
description
support structure in place for the HNX
services.”

3. Merging
NOV 12 – MAY
13 Merging into
common service
properties

Surfacing of differences
EGI is developing a service standard in a
recently funded project that aligns with the
service architecture option.

2. Forking
OCT 12 – JAN 13
FedSM option
comes up

Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
There is a need for understanding common
services due to interdependencies with the
development of the common technical
interface: “[we] are going to have to
complement the TechArch activities by first of
all defining the services to be delivered.”

1. Forking
MAR 12 – AUG
12 Different
common service
standards
considered

Episode

TABLE A4
Overview episodes development common services in Helix Nebula
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Surfacing of dependencies
Neither of the three common business model
options is proven profitable on its own. The
organizations recognize integration is needed:
“Need to address the challenges of working
with big data on clouds”.

4. Merging
DEC 14 – SEP 16
Three options are
integrated in
common hybrid
cloud ecosystem
business model

Reconfiguring

Alignment between options and micro-alliances
CERN, EMBL, ESA start working on a merging of
business model options: “the views are
complementary and it is a matter of timing from
CERN’s point because we want to know how to
walk (IaaS) before we try to run (InfoaaS) with the
production systems made available to end-users”.

Surfacing of differences
Common platform is not open and innovative
enough, creating a need for more global
solutions: “We consider it important to make
HNI membership more open because input
from more organisations, on a global level,
will help the members get a better picture on
the current status of the market.”
4. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
JUN 14 – JUN 15 Interdependencies with procurement contracts
Merging into open and external dependencies force merging the
membership rules two options: But because [of the] World Trade
Organizations – goodness knows what – you
can’t say: “You have to be European”.

Consensus on options
The new business model integrates IaaS and
INFOaaS: “HNI 2.0 moving “up the stack” ...
and prepare the way for Information as a
Service (INFOaaS)”

Consequences

Consensus on options
CERN and T-Systems explore the option of
worldwide membership whereas others keep
supporting current membership guidelines.

Consensus on options
Consensus on developing options: “We
borrowed something from the European
Commission where for an FP7 you have to have
some establishment within Europe.”

Consensus on options
Consensus on working out two options: “we are
less concerned about the exclusively European
aspect of it. … Where we understand that some
of the other players like ESA and so on, it is
difficult for them to do.”

Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Consensus on options
The integrated option is supported by all in Helix
Consensus on new membership rules.
Nebula: “That was a good move and that was
proposed by T-Systems: “We don’t define
ourselves, we let the [European] Commission
decide ... which I thought was a clever idea because
it meant we could push the blame somewhere else.”

Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Merging of options and micro-alliances aligned
(because there is no choice): “The EC will not
entertain any notion of favouring European
suppliers and believes the best way for Europe to
remain competitive is not through protection but
rather open competition.” … “it was agreed that
Ben will check with EC project officer whether they
think the definition of EC located organisations is
appropriate.”
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Forking of new option by CERN and T-Systems
not challenged by other micro-alliance: “we
propose to remove the requirement on members
being European.” This does not cause contention
with other micro-alliance and is supported by
EMBL.

Surfacing of dependencies
Interdependencies with common technical
interface creates salient dependencies between
the options: “How European must a company
be? … this is a blocking issue for us.”

Reconfiguring
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Forking into two options and micro-alliances: one
promoting European membership and one
suggesting European and American membership.
Despite different views no conflict in forking
options and micro-alliances.

Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
Interdependencies with the common technical
interface highlights different perspectives of
organizations on membership of American
firms: “Should we source a solution from
Europe, or is an American solution
acceptable?”.

Episode
1. Forking
MAR 12 – JUN 12
Forking into
European and
European and
American
membership
options
2. Merging
JUN 12 – JAN 13
Merging of options
into integrated
EuropeanAmerican option

3. Forking
JAN 13 – JUN 14
CERN and EMBL
fork new option to
open up
membership

Consequences

Interdependencies

In: 2
Out: 0
In: governance,
procurement
Out:

In: 2
Out: 5
In: business, platform
Out: platform (3),
networking, governance

In: 3
Out: 2
In: platform, technical (2)
Out: technical,
governance

In: 2
Out: 4
In: technical (2)
Out: technical (3),
governance

Interdependencies

In: 7
Out: 6
In: governance,
networking, platform,
procurement, services,
technical (2)
Out: platform (2),
networking,
procurement,
membership, governance
In: 3
Out: 1
In: governance,
networking, procurement
Out: procurement

In: 1
Out: 1
In: technical
Out: platform

Consensus on options
In: 1
Out: 5
The exploration of multiple business model
In: technical
options keeps all organizations satisfied: “ESA is Out: platform,
very keen on the ‘Information as a Service’
networking, technical
... We fully understand that for ESA it makes
(2), governance
sense and so yes fine, go ahead, do that.”

Dissensus on options
The dominant IaaS option leaves interests of
some organizations unserved causing dissensus:
“I had in mind the business model of Amazon
Web Services. ... I was expecting Helix Nebula
would do something like this, which didn’t
happen.”
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Consensus on options
Development is forking into three options and
Consensus on exploring different options: “if
aligned with that a forking into three microthey want it then they have to take the ball and
alliances: “we have been sort of constantly battling run with it. We are not going to stop you, but
to have the value of this layer to enable information don’t expect us to spend all our efforts on that if
as a service be recognized by the science
we don’t see an actual need in it but you can
organizations.”
carry on doing it.”

Misalignment between options and micro-alliances
A dominant micro-alliance forms around the IaaS
option: “Generic cloud services were seen as an
intermediate and necessary business model leading
to InfoaaS”.

Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Two business model options emerge with separate
micro-alliances supporting them: “the proposed
business models: Generic IaaS and Information
aaS are proposed; IaaS, as currently used by
CERN, and InfoaaS, as used by ESA.”

TABLE A7
Overview episodes development common membership guidelines in Helix Nebula

Surfacing of differences
Interdependencies with the common
procurement contracts leads to the insight that
IaaS is not profitable: “until we got in the
procurement type issues and then people
realized there was a business model involved
here.”

3. Forking
MAY 14 – JUN 15
Alternatives
materialize as
options

2. Merging
JUN 13 – DEC 14
IaaS prevails

Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
The commercial organizations realize the
baseline business model won't be profitable.
They look for other options: “From a
current/initial analysis of projected current
costs vs Amazon prices, Jules does not believe
in the baseline business case”.
Surfacing of dependencies
Influenced by interdependencies for a common
platform interface there is a need for
convergence: “The most appropriate Business
Model would have to be exhaustive (include it
all)”.

Episode
1. Forking
MAR 12 – SEP 13
Two common
business model
options emerge

TABLE A6
Overview episodes development common business model in Helix Nebula
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Reconfiguring

Alignment between options and micro-alliances
Development reconfigures into two separate
options with separate micro-alliances: (1)
governance model products (Atos, CGI,
CloudSigma, T-Systems) and (2) governance model
initiative (CERN, T-Systems): “the production
platform will be governed by a separate
agreement.”
2. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
OCT 13 – SEP 14 The separate development satisfied the most
Merging of options by T-CERN and T-Systems
Two governance
urgent needs: “important questions that came which is supported by all: “The users request that
model alternatives up in the governance. Which was – because it the position of the HNX governance model
merging
was being championed as a joint product – that approach fits into the overall HN initiative
led to the questions about: is Helix Nebula as governance”.
an initiative is it going to champion a single
product, or not?”
3. Forking
Surfacing of differences
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
AUG 14 – NOV 14 Different organizations want different things in Four common governance model options emerge
Forking in two
Helix Nebula and questions arise about what is with aligned micro-alliances: (1) PPP (T-Systems)
options consensual actually governed: “I am still concerned about (B) cPPP (Atos, CERN, ESA, T-Systems), (3) a
the governance. It has to be clear what exactly light-weight governance model (CERN, EMBL,
we are governing, and why.”
ESA), (4) a light-weight governance model with
EGI as host (EGI).
4. Merging
Surfacing of dependencies
Alignment between options and micro-alliances
NOV 14 – JUN 15 Need for a single governance model leads to
Merging of governance model options is led by TMerging into
questions: “Many questions need answering:
Systems and supported by others: “T-Systems will
“light-weight”
how & when / whom & which / what does “it” follow up with participants and incorporate their
common
mean for the community?”
feedback into the revised HN governance model
governance model
template” … “CERN to provide feedback on the
with taskforces
section on how HNI can work with funding entities
such as the European Commission. T-Systems to
complete and circulate the updated governance
model.”

Initial conditions
Surfacing of differences
Interdependencies with the business model
create a need for different governance models:
“Governance and governance structure being
tuned to support the SAP proposed 2 business
models.” Also, common platform
interdependencies leads to differences.

Episode
1. Forking
DEC 12 – DEC 13
Forking
governance model
options

Interdependencies

Consensus on options
Consensus on merging option:
“Comments/objections/concerns have to be
communicated no later than 27 March 2015 after which, silence is tantamount to
acceptance.”

In: 5
Out: 4
In: membership, platform
(2), procurement,
technical
Out: platform (2),
business, membership

Consensus on options
In: 3
Out: 3
Consensus on exploring options: “As I said
In: platform (2),
yesterday, I have no a-priori constraints on the
procurement
form of the governance providing it is necessary Out: business (2),
and sufficient for the purpose.”
procurement

Consensus on options
In: 4
Out: 1
The new model works for all organizations: “so In: business, platform (2),
afterwards in the revision of the governance we
technical
then said: “it was the first endorsed product but Out: platform
not the only one.”

Consensus on options
In: 9
Out: 11
The two governance models are further
In: business, membership
developed: “We essentially agree to the
(2), platform (2),
principles outlined in the draft Governance
procurement, technical
Model approach, however, work will continue to (3)
evolve the model.”
Out: platform (2),
technical (8), networking

Consequences

TABLE A8
Overview episodes development common governance model in Helix Nebula

